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Performance for Phil, Tony, Daniel, and  
Bryan Ebelhar isn’t just about sustainability. 
It is about growth and performance. That is 
why Ebelhar Farms has consistently grown 
and improved their operation. 
With two locations, Ebelhar Farms has 
strategically managed expansions and 
upgrades, all the while performing essential 
service and maintenance. 
Adding storage, wet holding, conditioning 
and handling, this facility is ready to roll! This  
facility feature offers the following:
• 100K Storage, GSI 30’ & 33’ Dia. 4024 

Series Bins 
• GSI 1116 Dryer
• GSI 24” 5,600 BPH Wet Elevator
• GSI 10” VersaLoop for bin fill
• GSI 16”x20” Hi-Flight Receiving 

Conveyor
• Older Dry Elevator

SERVICE TIP!
  Time to think about rewarming grain 
if you are planning on holding grain 
into the spring and summer. Grain that 
was cooled for winter storage needs 
to be rewarmed if you are planning on 
holding it through the late spring and 
summer months.  
  Spring is also a good time for “Spring 
Cleaning” of your grain handling 
equipment and the areas around your 
grain handling equipment.

SPRING CLEANING
The MAS Spring Maintenance/Inspec-
tion Program is up, running and on 
schedule.  We still have a few spots left 
on our calendar to get your system and/
or equipment inspected and maintained 
for this coming year. To enroll, visit mid-
westagsystems.net and complete the 
form in the right sidebar or give us a call.

Benefits of the program:
• Inspections are all performed by 

trained professionals.
• A log of the inspections and any is-

sues found during them.
• Less down-time during harvest, due 

to unforeseen problems.
• Extended equipment life, able to fix 

issues before they become a prob-
lem.

• Smoother harvest, no need to worry 
about equipment while you are in 
the field.

• Peace-of-mind, knowing your equip-
ment is ready when you are.EBELHAR FARMS
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The seasons are changing, the winter 
temperatures are slowly leaving and 
spring temperatures will soon be on their 
way. It is time to think about the corn that 
is currently stored in your bins, the corn 
that is being held into summer in hopes 
of a market rally. If that corn is going to be 
held past the end of May, we need to think 
about warming it to 60°-70° F. for summer 
storage. One very important factor to 
consider before doing this would be the 
moisture content of that corn. Keeping 
corn into the summer is something that 
should be planned for when the corn is 
being dried and put into the storage bin. 
Corn that is held over winter and into 
the summer should be dried to 14% or 
below moisture content. If you did not dry 
it to 14% or below moisture content and 
have not sold it before late spring/early 
summer, you may want to rethink keeping 
that corn into the summer months. 
     Corn, like any other perishable product, 
does have a shelf life. That total shelf life 
can be the difference between a #1 & a 
#3 grade.  If it was initially dried to 15% 
and then cooled to 50° F. in September, 
by the end of April, 66% of its shelf life is 
now gone. Now, if the grain temperature 
is raised to 60°, the 33% shelf life that 

is left, equates to approximately 70 
days before 1 grade is lost. If the corn 
temperature is raised to 70°, then the 
33% shelf life becomes 40 days and #2 
corn now becomes #3 corn. In this time 
of lower market prices, that can mean the 
difference between a profit or a loss. (All 
this information assumes that the grain 
moisture was tested accurately and the 
grain was cooled to 50° immediately 
when dried.) Now, if the corn had been 
initially dried to 14% instead of 15%, 
handled in the same manner and the 
temperature raised to 60°, there would 
still be almost one year of shelf life left at 
the end of May. 
     I would not recommend raising the 
corn temperature above 65°, if possible. 
Insect and mold activity seem to start at 
around 70°. It is also a good idea to seal 
off the aeration fans on your bins. As the 
air temperature warms, the warm air will 
move up through the corn, if the fans are 
not sealed, & warm the corn in the bottom 
of the bin. As we all know, warm & cold 
next to each other causes condensation, 
which is not a good thing to have in a bin 
full of grain. Take the extra time to pay 
attention to what is happening in your 
bins, that grain stored in those metal cans 
is your livelihood.
Happy Growing,
Larry

LARRY’S
LETTERS

GSI Quiet Dryer
The Quiet Dryer uses a best-in-class, 
commercial grade blower, the same blower 
used in Zimmerman tower dryers. This add-
on performs without any loss in capacity 
or airflow, and with comparable electrical 
efficiency to GSI vane axial fan portable 
dryers. This patent pending feature, 
combined with the proven star-fire burner 
used on existing vane axial GSI portable 
dryers, provides an efficient delivery of 
airflow to the burner.

Equipped with Vision Controls, the GSI 
Quiet Dryer offers higher grain throughput 
than centrifugal fan portable dryers, while 
providing a quieter, efficient solution to 
drying.

Noise is one of the most common 
occupational hazards, according to OSHA. 
Exposure to high levels of noise may 
cause hearing loss, create physical and 
psychological stress, reduce productivity, 
interfere with communication, and 
contribute to accidents and injuries by 
making it difficult to hear warning signals.

The GSI Quiet Dryer is 50% quieter than 
vane axial portable dryers. Not only is this 
dryer quieter, but with a frequency centered 
in the 1,000 Hz range, it produces a more 
comfortable, less harsh tone.

• 50% quieter than conventional portable 
dryers

• Uses the same fan used in Zimmerman 
Tower Dryers

• 1 phase or 3 phase, LP or Natural Gas, 
full heat or dry/cool operation

• Up to 1,160 BPH all heat @ 5-point 
removal

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

CELEBRATE!
Anniversaries:
Derek Rogier
Fabrication Shop hired 3-14-11

Rick Scherer
Millwright Crew hired 3-30-15

Scott Middleton
VP of Design & Engineering hired 4-18-94

EMPLOYEE FEATURE
Steve Bryant, Chief Financial Officer
Steve has appreciated the opportunity to work for MAS, since 
mowing grass for them in his college days.  Steve’s attention 
to detail and business administration degree enable him to 
provide financial analysis while staying focused on strategies 
for MAS endeavors.  
Steve has been married to his wife, Anne, for nearly 20 years. 
They have 4 children, Isaac, Hannah, Nathan, and Logan.  
He enjoys classic cars and watching the Green Bay Packers.  

Steve places the utmost attention to time with his family, as he realizes it is some-
thing he can never get back.    
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